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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Còrdova Santaella has contributed to the dictionary with 1 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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kairoi
Youth Group located in 22 States of Venezuela and Brazil 1 ( Rio de Janeiro ) Group that is responsible for the word of
God to all that young man that needs it. Evangelizing through: 40 youth Easter; It is performed during Holy week )
Training workshop " Without looking back, " space to encourage Christian growth of youth in society and activities such
as formations Sunday spaces that the young man is formed on its formal theology within each service provided in the
Catholic Church. our full name is: young MISSIONARIES KAIROI a moment of God! created by father Raul Urbina in
2003 in Valencia, Edo. Carabobo. Our gritio of war is... 1,2,3 Jesus Christ X 3. States in which the movement is:
AraguaAmazonas Anzoátegui CaraboboBolivar Barinas Lara Sucre Zulia Guarico Trujillo Tachira Falcon Monagas
Miranda Dtto. Capital Brazil: JaneiroBuscanos River in our social networks as: young Evanfgelizadores KairoiSI have
between 13 and 35 years of age join us! CHRIST ALWAYS YOUNG TEA INVITES!


